Abstract. We introduce a framework for the analysis of memory reference sets addressed by induction variables without closed forms. This framework relies on a new data structure, the Value Evolution Graph (VEG), which models the global flow of scalar and array values within a program. We describe the application of our framework to array dataflow analysis, privatization, and dependence analysis. This results in the automatic parallelization of loops that contain arrays indexed by induction variables without closed forms. We implemented this framework in the Polaris research compiler. We present experimental results on a set of codes from the PERFECT, SPEC, and NCSA benchmark suites.
Introduction
The analysis of memory reference sets is crucial to important optimization techniques such as automatic parallelization and locality enhancement. This analysis gives information about data dependences within or across iterations of loops, about potential aliasing of variable names and, most importantly about the flow of values stored in program memory. The analysis of memory references reduces to an analysis of the addresses used by the program, or, more specifically in the case of Fortran programs, an analysis of the indices used to reference arrays. A large body of research has been devoted to this field yielding significant achievements. When index functions are relatively simple expressions of the loop induction variables and the array references are not masked by a complex control flow, then the analysis is relatively straight forward. Current compilers can easily answer questions such as "what is the array region written first in a loop".
Unfortunately, arrays are not always referenced in such a simple manner. Sometimes the values of the addresses used are not known during compilation, e.g., when the values of the addresses are read from an input file or computed within the program (use of indirection arrays). In other situations although the addresses are expressed as a simple function of the loop induction variable, the control flow that masks the actual references makes it impossible to compute a closed form of the index variable and thus very difficult to perform any meaningful analysis.
Some of these difficulties have been addressed in the recent past by using runtime analysis and speculative optimizations on loops that cannot be analyzed statically, e.g., loops with input dependent reference patterns [21] . Recently, Hybrid Analysis [22] has improved the accuracy and performance of optimizations by bridging the gap between static and run-time analysis (compile-time analysis partial results can be saved and used at run-time, when all statically unknown values are available).
However, despite recent progress, memory reference analysis and subsequent loop parallelization cannot be performed with sufficient accuracy when the arrays are indexed by functions that cannot be expressed as a closed form of the primary loop induction variable. Recurrences with closed forms are those in which the i-th term can be written as an algebraic formula of i. References to arrays using recurrences with closed forms can be meaningfully expressed using systems of inequations [25, 20, 13] or triplet-based notations [14, 9] containing the closed form terms and other symbolic values such as loop bounds. When a recurrence that has no closed form is used to index an array, the corresponding memory reference set cannot be summarized using an algebraic formula. For example, the algebraic expressions for the index of array A at line 8 in Fig. 1(a) for iterations k and k+1 are identical, p, but their values always differ. Hence, we need to develop an alternative analysis technique because we cannot use the symbolic calculus algebra we use with closed form recurrences.
We propose to model the data flow of the recurrences without closed form using a new data structure, the Value Evolution Graph (VEG) and use it to extract parallelization information. Array B in Fig. 1 (a) is accessed through a recurrence with closed form q(i) = i, which was substituted in Fig. 1(b) . It is easy to prove that there are no loop carried dependences on B because it is indexed by an analytical function of the loop index. However, there is no such function for p (the index of A), which is defined by a recurrence without a closed form. Fortunately, data dependence analysis does not require the existence of closed form solutions, but rather proofs of relations between the index sets corresponding to different iterations. For instance, in order to prove array A independent, we need to show that statements 6 and 8 are independent. At statement 6 we read from A at offsets between [1 : old] , and at 8 we write based on all the values of the recurrence on p. We prove that the set of all the values of the recurrences does not intersect [1 : old] by means of graph search operations on the VEG displayed in Fig. 1(c) .
Our Contribution (a) We propose the Value Evolution Graph that can represent the flow of scalar and array values within a program. The Value Evolution Graph is pruned based on control dependence and predicate extraction, and produces tighter value ranges than abstract interpretation methods.
(b) Unlike the previous efforts of looking for patterns in the code text, we can analyze partially aggregated and classified memory descriptors. This single generic approach both extends and unifies in a single framework most cases which were previously solved using various, different, pattern matching techniques. It allows for the parallelization of important classes of memory reference patterns, e.g., pushbacks.
(c) By integrating the VEG in our memory classification analysis we have been able to accurately classify memory access sequences and use them to improve the coverage of important analysis techniques, e.g., data dependence analysis, privatization.
(d) The presented technology is implemented and fully functional as a module in the Polaris compiler and was crucial in further parallelizing a larger number of benchmark codes.
The Value Evolution Graph (VEG)
Finite recurrences are usually described by an initial value, a function to compute an element based on the previous one 1 (an evolution function), and a limiting condition. Depending on the evolution function's formula, in certain cases we can evaluate important characteristics even for recurrences without closed forms: the distance between two consecutive elements, the image of the recurrence, i.e. the set of all values it may take, and the last element in the sequence.
We introduce the Value Evolution Graph (VEG), a compiler representation for the flow of values across arbitrarily large and complex program sections, including, but not limited to, recurrences without closed forms. Consider the loop at line 3 in Fig. 1 . It performs a repeated conditional push to a stack array A. The stack pointer is stored in variable p. Due to the fact that p is incremented conditionally, there is no closed form for the recurrence that defines its value. We represent values as Gated Static Single Assignment (GSA) [2] names. In GSA, there are three types of φ-nodes. γ nodes merge two values on different forward control flow paths. µ nodes merge a loop back value with the loop incoming value. η nodes merge the outcome of a loop with the value before the loop. We extended the GSA representation to interprocedural contexts in a way similar to [16] . While this helps to discern between the values of p on the left and right hand side of the assignment at line 7 respectively, it does not differentiate between the value of p at line 8 in successive iterations. However, it makes it easy to determine that the stack array is written only at position p 2 , and that p 2 is always the result of an addition of 1 to p 1 . The subgraph consisting of {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 } (in Fig. 1(c) ) represents the value flow between different GSA names for p in a single iteration of the loop. Each edge label represents the value added to its source to obtain its destination. The dashed edge carries values across iterations, but is not part of the VEG as it does not contribute to the flow of values within an iteration. We can employ well-known graph algorithms to prove that the distance between two consecutive values of p 2 is always 1, which makes the write to A(p 2 ) be a stack push operation.
We will show how we construct the VEG in general, and how we run queries on it to compute recurrence characteristics over complex program constructs, such as loop nests, complex control flow, and subprogram calls.
Formal Definition
We define a value scope to be either a loop body (without inner loops), or a whole subprogram (without any loops). Immediately inner loops and call sites are seen as simple statements. We treat arrays as scalars and assume that programs have been restructured such that control dependence graph contains no cycles other than self-loops at loop headers. We have implemented such a restructuring pass in our research compiler.
Definition. Given a value scope, the Value Evolution Graph is defined as a directed acyclic graph in which the nodes are all the GSA names defined in the value scope and the edges represent the flow of values between the nodes.
Nodes. In addition to the nodes defined in the value scope, we add, for every immediately inner loop, the set of GSA names that carry values outside the inner loop. An example is p 1 in Fig. 1 . Such nodes appear both in their current value scope graph as well as in the immediately outside value scope graph. They are called µ nodes in the context of the graph corresponding to the inner value scope and are displayed as double circles. Nodes representing variables assigned values defined outside their scope are called input nodes and are labeled with the assigned value (they are displayed as rectangles). The µ and input nodes are the only places where values can flow into a VEG. Values can flow out of the VEG through µ nodes only. Back nodes represent the last value within a VEG (shown as hexagons). They are used to solve recurrences.
Edges. An edge between two variables p and q represents the evolution from p to q, defined as the function f, where q = f(p). The evolution belongs to a scope if p and q are defined within the scope, and all symbolic terms in f are defined outside it. We represent four types of evolutions, additive and multiplicative for integer values and or and and for logical values. We represent an evolution by its type and the value of the free term. Certain evolutions can be composed along a path symbolically. For instance, the evolution along path p 1 → p 2 → p 3 is an additive evolution with value 1 + 0 = 1. Instead of keeping a single value for an evolution, we store a range of possible values. This allows us to define an aggregated evolution from a node p to a node q as the union of the evolutions along all paths from p to q. For example, the aggregated evolution from p 1 to p 3 is [0 : 1], which represents the union of the evolution [0 : 0] along path p 1 → p 3 and the evolution [1 : 1] along path p 1 → p 2 → p 3 . Each edge is also labeled with a predicate extracted from the associated GSA gate. For instance, edge p 1 → p 2 is labeled with predicate A(i).GT.0. If no GSA gate is associated with an edge, we label it .T RU E.. Predicates are not displayed in to improve the clarity of the presentation.
Complexity. VEGs are as scalable as the GSA representation of the program since the number of nodes in all VEGs is at most twice the number of GSA names in the program and every node corresponding to a φ definition has the same number of incoming edges as the number of φ arguments. All other nodes have at most one incoming edge. Table 1 shows how we create edges from their corresponding statements. For now, we support only one evolution type per VEG. This evolution type is given by the first evolution we encounter, and is called the default type of the graph. If a value is computed in a way different from the ones shown in the table, we conservatively transform it into an input node and label it with [−∞ : +∞] (or [.F ALSE. : .T RU E.]). If it is computed in an assignment statement, then we try to find a closer range for the right hand side of the statement. We compute the aggregated evolution of an entire recurrence as the aggregated evolution, over all iterations, from the µ node to all nodes that may carry evolutions to the next iteration. We draw an edge from the value of the µ node to the corresponding value on the left hand side of the corresponding η definition, and we label it with the aggregated evolution of the inner recurrence. Fig. 1(c) evolutions of the OUT actual arguments (and global variables) as functions of IN actual arguments (and global variables). In the last line in Table 1 , b 2 and b 1 are the OUT and IN arguments respectively. The VEGs are built in a single bottom-up traversal of the whole program. We precompute the shortest and longest paths between every µ and input node and every other node and use these measures to solve queries such as recurrence step in O(1) time. If every node is reachable from exactly one µ node and there are no input nodes, the complexity of the algorithm is linear in the number of GSA names + the number of arguments in all the φ nodes in the program. If more than one µ node can reach one same other node (coupled recurrences), the complexity may increase by a factor of at most the number of coupled recurrences.
Value Evolution Graph Construction
shows such an edge between p 1 (a µ node in the inner recurrence {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 }) and p 4 . The range [0 : old] is a result of multiplying the range of the aggregated evolution from p 1 to p 3 , [0b1 = a + exp a → b1 + exp b1 = a .OR. exp a → b1 ∨ exp b1 = a * exp a → b1 * exp b1 = a .AND. exp a → b1 ∧ exp b1 = a a → b1Default Identity b1 = exp no edge, mark input node b2 = γ(b0, b1) b1 → b2 Default Identity b0 → b2 Default Identity b2 = µ(b0, b1) no edge, mark µ node b2 = η(b0, b1) b1 → b2 Default Loop effect b0 → b2 Default Identity CALL sub(b1→b2) b1 → b2 Default sub effect
Queries on Value Evolution Graphs
We obtain needed information about the values taken by induction variables by querying the VEG. All our queries are implemented using shortest path algorithms. Since all VEGs are acyclic, these algorithms have linear complexity.
Distance between two values in two consecutive iterations of a loop. Given two GSA variables (possibly identical) and a loop, we can compute the range of possible values for the difference between the value of the second variable in some iteration i+1, and the value of the first variable in iteration i. For recurrences without closed forms, this computes the distance between two consecutive elements. In the example in Fig. 1 , the distance between p 2 in iteration i and p 2 in iteration i+1 is exactly 1. This information can be used to prove that the write pattern on array A at statement 8 cannot cause any cross-iteration dependences. The value of the distance between a source node and a destination node across two consecutive iterations of a loop can be used for comparisons only if the destination node is not reachable from an input node. Range of a variable over an arbitrarily complex loop nest. Given a GSA variable and a loop, we can compute the range of values that the variable may take over the iteration space of the loop. For recurrences without closed forms, this computes their image and can be used to evaluate the last element. In the example in Fig. 1 , the range for variable p 2 over the loop is [p 0 + 1 : Global value comparison. Given two GSA variables in the same subprogram, we can compare their values even if they are not in the same value scope, by comparing their ranges in a larger common scope. This information can be used to prove either an order between their values or their equality and which in turn can be used in many compiler analysis techniques.
VEG Logic Inference and Conditional Pruning
We can prune a VEG by removing certain edges that cannot be taken based on the truth value of a condition. The shortest path algorithms used to compute aggregated evolutions will then produce tighter ranges. Consider the code shown in Fig. 2 (a) . Because we do not know anything about the value of cond, we cannot compare the values of p 1 and p 5 , information that is needed to determine if the memory read at offset p 5 in array A is always covered by the write at offset p 1 . Based on its corresponding VEG (Fig. 2 (c) ), we can only infer that
The GSA path technique [26] describes how control dependence relations can be used to disambiguate the flow of values at γ gates. It can infer that at line 11 condition f 3 .EQ.1 holds true, which implies also f 3 .GT.0 holds true. To the VEG, this means that value p 5 comes from p 4 and not directly from p 3 . With the VEG pruned using this information (Fig. 2 (d) ), we have
We have improved on [26] by using the VEG to trace back ranges extracted from control dependence predicates. The read from array A at line 11 is guarded by condition f 3 .EQ.1. This implies f 3 .EQ.1 holds true. From this predicate, we extract the range [1 : 1] for f 3 . In Fig. 2 (b) , we trace this range for f 3 backward to see where it could have come from. Since the initial value for input node f 1 is 0, and the edge f 1 → f 3 has weight 0, the only range that can be produced on the path f 1 → f 3 is 0+0=0. The GSA gate f 3 =γ(f 1 ,f 2 ,cond), associates the pair (f 1 , f 3 ) with condition .NOT.cond. Since f 3 cannot come from f 1 , .NOT.cond must be false, thus cond must be true. The same predicate, cond, controls the other gate, p 3 =γ(p 1 ,p 2 ,cond). Since cond holds true, p 3 must have come from p 2 , and not from p 1 . So the edge p 1 → p 3 cannot be taken. This leads to the graph in Fig. 2 (e) . On the pruned graph in Fig. 2 (e) , p 5 = p 1 +1+0-1+0 = p 1 , which proves the read at line 11 covered by the write at line 1.
This method improves on [26] , leads to more accurate ranges than the abstract interpretation method used in [3] , and can solve classes of problems that [27] cannot.
VEG Enabled Memory References Analysis
Memory Reference Classification. Memory Classification Analysis (MCA) [14] is a general dataflow technique used to perform data dependence tests and privatization analysis, but which is also usable in any optimization that requires dataflow information, such as constant propagation. For a given program context -a statement, loop, or subroutine body -MCA classifies all memory locations accessed within the context in Read Only (RO), Write First (WF) and Read Write (RW). 2 We perform MCA in a single bottom-up traversal of the program by applying simple rules that aggregate and classify memory locations across larger and larger program contexts. For instance, if a variable is RO in a statement and W F in the following statement, it is classified as RW for the block of two statements. The symbolic manipulation within MCA relies on the existence of closed forms for induction variables. We will show that in certain cases we can perform MCA even in the absence of closed forms.
Memory Reference Sequences. The write to A in Fig 1, although indexed by a recurrence without closed forms, can be described by [1 : p 4 ] since it is written contiguously within these bounds. A memory reference sequence is contiguous in a loop if it is contiguous within every iteration and, for any iteration i, its image over iterations 1 − i is contiguous. It is increasing in a loop if Table 2 . Uses of sequence classification to the parallelization at the outer level of a nest of two loops. every access index in iteration i + 1 is strictly larger than any index in iterations 1 − i. It is consecutive in a loop if it is both contiguous and increasing in the loop. These definitions can be extended to strided memory access. To prove a sequence contiguous, we show that on all control flow paths within each iteration, the step of induction variable is smaller or equal to the span of the memory reference. To prove a sequence increasing, we show that on all control flow paths within each iteration, the step of induction variable is larger or equal to the span of the memory reference. Fig. 3 presents a general view of the use of VEG information to various analysis crucial to effective automatic parallelization. Table 2 presents the use of memory reference sequence classification to the parallelization at the outer level of a loop nest containing two loops.
Memory Classification Analysis

Applications: Compiler Optimizations
Dataflow Analysis. We can use the W F , RO, and RW sets to prove general dataflow relations. For instance, a W F followed by a RO represents a def-use edge with weight W F ∩ RO. This information can be used in transformations such as constant propagation. In the example in Fig. 1 , we can prove that there is a def-use edge between lines 8 and 13 on array A, with weight [old + 1 : p 4 ]. We can therefore propagate all constant array values at offsets within this range.
Privatization. The privatization transformation benefits from memory reference sequence classification indirectly. The refined W F , RO, and RW sets for Inner will result in refined RO i , W F i , and RW i sets for Outer. This leads to more opportunities for removing memory related dependences through privatization. This corresponds to edges 2 and 6 in Fig. 3 , and to row 1 in Fig. 2 .
Dependence Analysis. Let us assume that we have the descriptors RO i , W F i , and RW i for Outer. If we can find a memory sequence d that includes them and is increasing in Outer, then no cross iteration data dependences can exist. This corresponds to edges 3 and 5 in Fig. 3 , and to row 2 in Fig. 2 .
Recognition and Parallelization of Pushbacks. When a loop contains array references through inductions variables, its parallelization is conditioned by: (i) there should be no data dependences between iterations of the loop except those involving the induction variable, (ii) it must be possible to compute the values taken on by the induction variable in parallel. Two cases in which the induction values can be computed in parallel are when the induction recurrence has a closed form solution or when it is associative; in the former case parallelization is trivial and in the latter case it can be done using a parallel prefix type computation [15] . [18] presents the parallelization of loops that contain the pattern p = p+1; A(p) = ... and where p and A do not appear anywhere else in the loop body, using the "array-splitting" technique.
In this work, we use the VEG to extend the applicability of the parallel prefix parallelization to more general types of loops that cannot be analyzed using pattern matching techniques alone. We define a pushback sequence as a sequence of consecutive W F reference sets. W F is more general than write (covered reads are allowed). The W F set is computed accurately by the VEG improved MCA and thus qualifies more loops for parallelization. By working on aggregated reference sets, we can qualify more loops as pushbacks through the VEG-enhanced MCA, while previous approaches are bound to statement-level pattern recognition.
Implementation Details and Experimental Results
Integration with Hybrid Analysis in Polaris. The Hybrid Analysis framework [22] integrates compile-time and run-time analysis of memory reference patterns. It performs dataflow analysis by implementing the MCA algorithm using partially aggregated RT LMAD memory reference descriptors, and uses its results to parallelize loops (Fig. 4) . Privatization, data dependence, and parallel code generation problems such as copy-in and last value assignment are mapped into equations containing the RO, W F , and RW per-iteration descriptors (as RT LMADs). These operations rely heavily on VEG information, such as step, range, or logical inferences. The RT LMAD operations: ∩, − and ∪ (Fig. 4) rely on two relational operators, set inclusion and set exclusion. In addition to the range information, the more accurate GSA paths produced while pruning the VEG are used to prove predicate implication, which is used extensively in the inclusion and exclusion operators. For instance, in the case in Fig.1(b) , in order to classify the references on array A across statements 6-8, we use the VEG to intersect the RO descriptor i with the W F descriptor p 2 . The VEG produces the range [1 : old] for i and [old + 1 : 2 * old] for p 2 . Since these ranges are found disjoint (exclusive), the intersection (RW ) is empty. Table 3 presents a set of loops parallelized using VEG-based memory reference analysis. The third column shows the percentage of the total sequential execution of the program spent in the loop. The parallelization of these loops is crucial to the overall performance improvement in TRACK, BDNA, ADM, P3M, and MDLJDP2. Although our VEG-based analysis can also parallelize a large number of loops in which memory is referenced based on recurrences with closed forms, we only show here the loops that contain recurrences without closed forms and thus could not be solved previously.
Seven out of the eleven parallelized loops are conditional pushbacks. The cases in TRACK are the most difficult as the arrays are not used as a stack at statement level, but only at the whole loop body level [23] . We are not aware of any other static analysis that can parallelize any of these three loops. Six out of eleven loops required privatization analysis based on either contiguous writes or VEG information directly (value ranges). Table 3 . Loops parallelized using the VEG. ADM, BDNA, DYFESM, QCD, and TRACK are from the PERFECT benchmark suite, MDLJDP2 and HYDRO2D from SPEC92, and P3M from NCSA. CP = Conditional Pushback, CW = Contiguous Write.
Loop BDNA/ACTFOR do240 contains an inner loop that fills an index array ind with values within range [1 : i] , where i is the index of the outer loop. Then, these values index a read operation on an array xdt. Since array xdt is first written in every iteration of the outer loop from 1 to i, this write covers all successive reads from xdt(ind(:)). The read pattern ind(:) is found to be completely contained in [1 : i] based on the VEG range approximation for ind, which proves xdt privatizable. This pattern also appears in P3M/PP do100.
Related Work
Automatic recognition and classification of general recurrences was discussed extensively in [1, 24, 27, 7] , and their parallelization was presented in [5, 4, 6] . [12, 19, 8, 11] extend the analysis of memory indexed by irregular recurrences, but do not address most of the cases we focus on. Let us follow (Table 4 ) a comparison between our framework and the most recent work on the parallelization of loops that reference memory through recurrences without closed forms [10, 17, 28, 29] .
1, 2. We introduce a single technique that covers all the problems solved by [17, 28, 29] , has wider applicability, and, additionally, builds generic array dataflow information. [10] uses monotonic information to improve memory reference set operation accuracy in a generic way, but does not recognize contiguous sequences. [28, 29] do not address privatization and [17] does it only based on specific algorithm recognition.
3, 4, 5, 6.
[10] extracts ranges from array indices as well as from predicates based on affine expressions. [28, 29] introduced the idea of evolution and a recurrence model that produces distance ranges. We believe that the VEG paths represent the evolution and control information more explicitly. The VEG can model recurrences defined using multiple variables, unlike previous representa-metic. We are planning to investigate the need for an evolution graph that contains multiple types of evolutions and the algorithmic complications involved.
For now, we treat arrays as scalars. We are planning to investigate the use of array dataflow information produced by MCA to create more expressive value evolution graphs.
